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Class of 2020
Merritt College opened its doors in 1953 and today remains the heart of a thriving, diverse community where students of all ages and backgrounds can obtain a quality education at a very affordable price. Whether you want to get an associate degree, transfer to a four-year college or university, update your job skills, find a new career, or take a class just for personal enrichment, Merritt College is the place to be!

“We Change Lives”
President's Message

On behalf of the Merritt College faculty, professional staff, and administration, it is my honor and pleasure to acknowledge and congratulate you—the Distinguished Graduating Class of 2020! We join your family, friends, and loved ones in expressing our pride and admiration for a job well done!

As we reflect on this past academic year—as well as the weeks and months that lie ahead—we understand that we are in a time of great challenge and uncertainty. The pandemic is forcing us to navigate uncharted waters—and do so while we also deal with concomitant economic difficulty and political discord. But what gives me comfort and confidence is the knowledge that you have been educated and trained here at Merritt College. You are prepared to contend with and triumph over any and every obstacle placed in your path. With your knowledge, skills, and talents I know that you will meet the mark, and be the leaders that your community, this nation, and the world need you to be!

So please take a moment to bask in your achievement and partake in some celebratory fun. You have earned it. But also remember that this is not the end of your journey. Great and important tasks and achievements still await you, so run headlong toward them and accomplish all that your mind conceives and your heart desires.

Congratulations Merritt College Class of 2020! You did it!

David M. Johnson, Ph.D.
Acting President
Merritt College
Greetings

Congresswoman Barbara Lee, California’s 13th Congressional District
President Julina Bonilla, Board of Trustees, Peralta Community College District
Chancellor Regina Stanback Stroud, Peralta Community College District
Acting President David Johnson, Merritt College
Acting Vice President of Instruction Denise Richardson, Merritt College
Vice President of Student Services Lilia Chavez, Merritt College
President Thomas Renbarger, Merritt College Faculty Senate
President Carmen Johnson, Merritt College Classified Senate
President Spencer Staggers-Elmore, Associated Students of Merritt College
Vice President Ya’Mese Alije Johnson, Student Senate for California Community Colleges
Jocelyn Andaya Cohen, Valedictorian

President’s Medallion
Spencer Staggers-Elmore

Valedictorians

Jennifer A. Bromme  Kirk D. Michals
Jocelyn Andaya Cohen  Da Silva Ana Paula Ramos
Gemma Coppola  Keely Snyder
Siobhan Elizabeth Cove  Sunita Ann Stablein
Risa Callo Dixon  Nicolette Rae Stanbridge
Christian Padilla Gallegos  Kari Susan Sundquist
Debra Ann Lobel  Terrance Jahmel Walker
Sage Alexandra Zimmerman

Salutatorian
Ryan Gordan Frigo

Degrees and Certificates Recognitions

Congratulations Class of 2020!
The colorful attire worn by the graduates, the faculty and officers of the college on the occasion of these Commencement Exercises has historic roots in medieval times. Dressed in cap and gown, the graduates and their professors form part of a long tradition that dates back to the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities were taking form. The ordinary dress of the scholar, whether student or teacher, was the dress of a cleric. The gown seems to be an adaptation of the robe of a friar or priest; the hood, of the monk’s or friar’s cowl; and the mortarboard cap of today, the end product of curious evaluation, recalls the skull cap of days when tonsured heads needed protection against the drafts of medieval classrooms.

European institutions have always had great diversity in their specifications of academic dress and this has been a source of confusion. In contrast, American colleges and universities opted for a definite system that all might follow. A Commission met at Columbia University in 1895 and adopted a code of academic dress, which besides regulating the cut and style and materials of the gowns, prescribed the colors, which were to represent the different fields of learning.

The Gown
All three gowns are usually black. However, some institutions use the colors of the colleges and universities. The color and material of the panels and sleeve bars vary in order to indicate the field of learning in which the wearer’s degree was granted; dark blue for Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.); light blue for Education (Ed.D.); white for Arts and Letters (D.Litt.); gold yellow for Science (D.Sc.); orange for Engineering (Ph.D.); purple for Law (L.L., J.D., J.S.D., D.C.L.); green for Medicine (M.D.); scarlet for Theology (S.T.D., D.D.).

The Hood
Academic Hoods are black and made from the same fabric as the gown. Hoods vary in depending on the degree and may range from three feet to four feet. The doctoral hood is wider and is lined with college or university colors. They typically have one field color and one chevron color, though sometimes there are school specific variations. The edge of the hoods are velvet and in the color of the degree subject. The colors follow the same schedule indicated above for the panels of the doctor's gown – white for Arts, gold-yellow for Science, olive-drab for Business, salmon for Public Health and Hospital Services, sage-green for Health Systems Leadership, apricot for Nursing, peacock blue for Public Administration, rose for Social Science, and so forth.

A number of other items such as cords, stoles, or aiguillettes representing various academic achievements or other honors are also worn at the discretion of some degree-granting institutions.

The Cap
Headwear is an important component of cap-and-gown, and the academic costume is not complete without it. The headwear will vary with the level of academic achievement and, to some extent, on the individual academic institution’s specifications. The mortarboard material matches the gown and has become the universally accepted style in United States colleges and universities. Mortarboards have four sides, and typically have a tassel with a single button at the top, usually in the color of the degree-granting institution.

The exception—velvet—is reserved for the doctor’s degree only, seen in the form of a four, six or eight multiple-sided tam. The tassel worn on the mortarboard or a tam seems to provide, by tradition, the greatest opportunity for latitude in American academic dress. It has been black, or represented the college’s or university’s colors, or the discipline. The tassel has also been used to indicate membership in national honor societies or other awards. There is at some colleges and universities a practice of moving the tassel from one side to the other upon graduating. For doctoral and masters students, the tassel commonly begins and remains on the left.
Kendall Archie  Nan Ouk
Elizabeth Boegel  Lindsay Oxiles
Paul Brewer Varenna  Zeeshan Pachakhail
Nancy Bryan  Shundolyn Parks
Stephanie Buitrago  Gloria Riley
Alexis Claiborne  Marc Rowland
Jocelyn Cohen  Danielle Royal
Gemma Coppola  Elina Ruderman
Jessica Cortez  Ton Saeteurn
Judith Cosman  April Salazar
Aziza Crowder  Mike Shafig-Khan
Jensy Cruz  Matthew Silk
Erin Denny  Keely Snyder *
Pauline Garcia  Spencer Staggers-Elmore
Antwan Green  Nicolette Stanbridge *
Mubarak Haruna  Aaron Strong
Monique Holloway  Yohannes Tekleamriam
Lidia Jaurequi De Sandoval  Caitlin Turner
Damon Jerry  Gabriella Ventura Martine
Doris Jones  Gema Villa
Elizabeth Jung  Terrance Walker *
Si Hui Lee  Janell Christine Warren
Michelle Lemus-De Nelaton  Daniko Williams
Jacquese McCoy  Elizabeth Williams
Andrea Mora  Jada Zimmerman
Nnenna Ndukwe  Sage Zimmerman *

Valedictorians *
QUOTES FROM THE CLASS OF 2020!

Add to your faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge; And to knowledge temperance; and to temperance patience; and to patience godliness  

-- Aziza Jamila Etan Crowder

Congratulations, fellow class of 2020 Merritt College graduates!! Shout out to the greater Merritt Community and my family for helping me get here.  

-- Spencer Alexander Staggers-Elmore

We are complete our education through hard times but the good thing is that we completed it! To us! Congratulations class of 2020!  

-- Ya'Mese Alije Johnson

It is exciting to earn my first milestone toward a dream of serving Children & Families. I am very proud to have started this journey here at Merritt.  

-- Michael A. Cooper

My experience at Merritt was mostly made up of this icons classes! Gaining the academia and more overly acquired experience and wisdom of professors.  

-- Katharyn Anderson

Virtual Graduation Ceremony 2020 - AA-T Psychology High Honors! Thank you for the support of Professor Powell and his continual guidance.  

-- Judith Ellen Cosman

Hello Fellow Graduates! I'm Jocelyn Andaya Cohen. In 2007, I migrated from the Philippines & immediately registered for classes at Peralta Colleges.  

-- Jocelyn Andaya Cohen

Merritt has helped shape who I am as a person. The people I have met, the friends I have made, and the memories I have had will stay with me forever.  

-- Alysia Renee Gritz

It has been an absolute pleasure being a student at Merritt College. I am truly grateful to everyone who has made my journey memorable. God bless you.  

-- Mubarak Osiremiza Haruna

Thank you to all my friends, family, Merritt College counselors, professors, and the COSER program for believing in me and making this all possible!  

-- Brenda Lynn Schaible

I have achieved and persevered through tribulations and tumultuous times. I am proud to be a Merritt College Graduate!  

-- Eric Coree Spencer
Candidates for

DEGREES & CERTIFICATES

Class of 2020
**Associate in Arts**

**African-American Studies**

Debra Lee-Ann Causey **
Kimberly Denise Houston
Jannette Marie Jalalian
Malika Taliah Karim
Danielle R. Royal *
Marion S. Turner-Riley **
Terrance Jahmel Walker ***
Janell Christine Warren
Earthy Evonia Young *

**Business Administration**

Daren Alexander Barron
Maurer Charles *
Kendra Davis
Christine Diane Figueroa
Jacob Pedro Fogelhut
Elizabeth Marie Hammock
Malia Marie Linzie
Adam Sindelar
Rodrigo Yovanni Soto
Avery Rose St. Pierre
Cierra Ashley Summerhill *
Carolyn R. Valrey
Xian Yang *
Mei Yong Zheng *

**Business: Accounting**

Perry Chell
Jocelyn Andaya Cohen ***
Aziza Jamila Etan Crowder *
Saba Mohsen Dhaifallah **
Christine Diane Figueroa
Steffen Allen Hamilton
Semaj H. Horace
Malia Marie Linzie
Suiyee Lui
Adam Sindelar

Jannya Efaye Solwazi
Rodrigo Yovanni Soto
Cierra Ashley Summerhill *
Carolyn R. Valrey
Mei Yong Zheng *

**Business: Administrative Assistant**

Gabriela I. Ventura Martinez **

**Business: Administrative Office Systems and Applications**

Kendra Davis

**Child Development**

Daniela M. Anderson *
Dorian Lee Burnley
Daniela Castaneda Toscano *
Antoinette Michelle Chaplin
Ana Isabel Chavez
Sonam Choedon
Jocelyn Andaya Cohen ***
Veronica A. Cornejo Escobar
Mayra Elizabeth Corona
Dajanique Shantell Cruz
Djedjiga Damous Chibane **
Esther Alondra Flores
Rebeca Franco
Angelica Briseila Gonzalez
Jenny Gonzalez *
Djamila Guendoud *
Suwen He **
Asia Hersi
Nacera Khidas **
Sharon Swe Leong *
Fengxian Li
Simin Liang *
Ericka Deanna Mahone
Mahta Marashi **
Dria Tiana Mathews **
Nazik Mohamed
Blanca Carolina Orellana
Sindy Yuliet Pardo Huertas ***
Beatriz Mercedes Perez Cordero
Aicha Rahimi **
Norma Abigail Rodriguez
Ruby Rolon
Marta Remus
Wathhaa Ali Saied **
Ayesha Savahir
Carrie Chanel Smith
Zeqiong Xiong *

Community Social Service: 
Substance Abuse

Katharyn Jovan Anderson
Anthony J. Anglim *
Epsalon Galloway **
Monique Darnae Holloway *
Ray D. Jackson
Michelle Jeter
Kathy Johnson
Dion T. McDaniel
Bobby L. Phillips
Lindsay Ann Reynolds
Gloria Ann Riley *
Brenda Lynn Schaible
Mike M. Shafiq-Khan **
Kimberly Sims
Kimberly Lynette Sims
Cata Stewart

Corrections

Aaron Arias-Gonzalez *
Khalid Najib Himed **
Shundolyn Parks **

Economics

Aziza Jamila Etan Crowder *
Adam Sindelar

Xuehui Wang **
Rasheeda Chanelle Young **
Mei Yong Zheng

General Business

Cecile Claire Abonneau Diaz Vasquez
David Anton Lee Brown
Jocelyn Andaya Cohen ***
Amal Mohamed Nasser ***
Mary Eliza Scott
Jannya Efaye Solwazi

Landscape Architecture

Melissa M. Avelar **
Rocky George Avitia **
Jennifer A. Bromme ***
Josselyn Elizabeth Castillo Gonzalez
Nadja L. Kuhner
Melissa Cara Reinhold
Jennifer L. Rost ***
Karly Nichole Silicani ***
Heather Wissink **

Liberal Arts: Arts and Humanities

Nyasha Boyette
Corrina Marie Ramos-Molina
Mollianne Laurel Talamantes *

Liberal Arts: Cross-Cultural Studies

Jannette Marie Jalalian

Paralegal Studies

Rachel Yaapoka Akusake **
Martha Denice Bahena
Brazile Clark
Debra Beth Dooling-Sherman ***
Pamela Marie Fadin ***
Takeya Mone Foster
Christopher Anthony Guerrero  **  
Leah N. Henry  
Mary E. Hinojosa  
Lidia Jauregui  ***  
Okoriba Korubo  **  
Debra Ann Lobel  ***  
Danielle Marie Mackey  
Sonia Paredes  
Rachel Marie Perez  
Mario Alberto Ramons  
Joanna Guadalupe Ramos  
Nikhil Kothur Reddy  **  
Soveth Sous  
Caleb William Van  *  
Kelly Azulema Villalta-Marquez  

Police Science  
Khalid Najib Himed  **  
Jose L. Martinez  
Shundolyn Parks  **  

Real Estate  
Elaine Stewart Alexander  *  
Michael D. Boot  ***  
Sherita Lovett Johnson  ***  
Obadiah Lamar Richard  
Sunita Ann Stablein  ***  
Billy Ping Cheong Tam  
Savalas Williams  

Social and Behavioral Sciences  
Sophia Adekele  
Yesenia Anaya  
Jared Christopher Bailey  
Tori Dejahney Bell  
Daniel Leon Bessolo  
Veronica Bibiano  ***  
Saafir Armahd Carlos Birchett  *  
Michael Edwin Brown Jr.  
Stephanie Buitrago  

Alondra Berenice Campos  **  
Rocio Castanon  
Debra Lee-Ann Causey  **  
Kathy Pou Chao  
Vanessa Chavarria  
Gemma Coppola  ***  
Jessica Crystal Cortez  *  
Morgaen Chantelle Craft-Blackmon  
Danica Jeyah A. Cruz  ***  
Pierre A. Dolly  
Marco Echeandia  
Sandra Felix-Martinez  
Lindsey Ann Flores  *  
Attiana Floriano  *  
Jully-Anna Garcia  
Jennifer Gonzalez  
Nicole Mabel Gonzalez  *  
Alysia Renee Gritz  
Christopher Anthony Guerrero  **  
Olivia Nicolette Guilbaud  
Jaclyn Patricia Guillen  
Adriana Guzman Perez  
Steffen Allen Hamilton  
Elexie S. Hearne  
Alexander C. Hernandez  
Myniseissha Hill  
Sukari Hill  
Khalid Najib Himed  **  
Maiya N. Hutchinson  *  
Alisi Ika  
George D. Irias  ***  
Anna M. Jackson  
Jannette Marie Jalalian  
Ya'Mese Alije Johnson  
Malika Taliah Karim  
Nicole Neichelle Kenerly  
DeAnna L. Kiel-Ellington  
Nana Kumi-Amankwah  
Moises Ledesma  
Dana Nicol Lenoir  
Brandynn Manning  *
Angel Denise Marigny
Elijah Philip Massaquoi
Salvador David Mateo Escobar
Devin Maxwell
Porchea Mayo
Tyeshia Mays **
Christina Iree’ McClendon
Jacquese Renee McCoy *
Kadmiel Maurice McCrory *
Estephanie Joanna Mendoza **
Alfa Santa Michael
Gabriel Aaron Mireau
Amal Mohammed
Maria G. Morales **
Braffer Brown Morris
Deatrice Remona Morris-Hall
Esperiza Ndombi
Robinson Nicole
Raehana Ny
Cristina Ojeda
Yessica Hariela Orellana
Nan S. Ouk **
Shundolyn Parks **
Tavon Peace *
Elisa Soledad Pelayo **
Yasmeen Mohsen Qafaan
Leslie Rivas
Jerold B. Robinson II
Demetria Lairina Roussell
Mayra A. Sanchez Quintana **
Lucero Sandoval *
Clement Anthony Sinclair
Kiana Asjeanii Smith
Veronica Solis
Brenda Soto **
Shareeka Nicole Spooner **
Spencer Alexander Staggers-Elmore ***
Amanda Stortz *
Yonah Deane Maryum Taylor
Veasna Teav
Riana Valdez Thomas **

Maria J. Valencia *
Genesis Karina Vazquez
Magali Villegas Lopez
Elijah Melecio Villoria
Terrance Jahmel Walker ***
Simone Elise Walton
Janell Christine Warren
La Tonja Chanté Williams
Charlton Joseph Williams III
Iman Abdullah Yahya *
Yvette Denise Yarbor *

Associate in Arts for Transfer

Anthropology

Alexander C. Hernandez
Diana Morales Garcia ***
Spencer Alexander Staggers-Elmore ***

Communication Studies

Rosemary J. Arguello
James Willard Cornn
Angelah Hackney
Ayanna Joi Johnson
Ya’Mese Alije Johnson
Brian Musante
Erik Ortega **
Ton Saetern *

Early Childhood Education

Jocelyn Andaya Cohen ***
John Levi Horne *
Eric Martin Magaña

Economics

Cheyenne C. Bennmarie -Jacobson
Psychology

Vanessa Chavarria
Edwin Joel Chavez-Cerda
Sharon Chiu
Gemma Coppola ***
Judith Ellen Cosman **
Jensy Milay Cruz *
Jilliane Doney **
Vanessa Ashley Dyson
Nicole M. Gonzalez *
Nicole Mabel Gonzalez *
Antwan Jonelle Green Jr. *
Adrian Gutierrez
Alexander Alan Gutierrez-Martinez
Jaulayah T. Hanzy **
Vallerie Evangeline Hardy ***
Jorge Hernandez
Jarency Huízar Carvajar
Esperanza Jauregui *
Luis Fernando Lara ***
Alama Rosa Lopez Rodriguez *
Richard F. Lorenzo
Monica Lizbeth Martinez ***
Stephanie Martinez
Sydney Danielle Maxwell
Gabriel Aaron Mireau
Anangelica Monroy **
Diana Morales García ***
Sunila MuQadarati
Waldemar Ochoa
Karla Jovana Peña ***
Marc William Rowland **
Lawrence Edwin Saffold
Riana Valdez Thomas **
Terrance Jahmel Walker ***
Nelson Lynn Wilson

Sociology

Imariana Alberty *
Kathy Pou Chao
Ingyn Cho

Associate in Science

Application Security

Keyijana J. Carney
Mose Thornton
Paul T. Wong *

Health Sciences

Maryanna M. Abdallah **
Helen Tesfay Adehnoom **
Ruta Adehnoom ***
Adam Motea Alaskari **
Gaydha Adel Alawdi *
Sagr Adel Alhandarish **
Najat Al-Kumaim **
Sonia Elizabeth Marissa Almaraz
Douglass
Taina Hassen Almaweri
Christina Ochoa Alvarez
Jessica Ohumumwen Amenaghawon
Kingsley Amenaghawon
Shadeed Al-Muntaqim Asad
Sara Tekie Tesfai Asfaha **
Edom Fiseha Awetahneg **
Tori Dejahney Bell
Ruth R. Benipayo
Ruth Ramos Benipayo
Brianna Berumen
Imani Kiana Bess  
Kurt Christopher Brenner  
Alecia Lynn Brown  
Kory M. Butts  
Alondra Berenice Campos  
Isabel Maria Carlay  
Catherine M. Castrillon  
Melissa Claire Vismonte Catolos  
Julio Ceron  
Fatima Karina Ceron-Cubias  
Megan Evelyn Chantigian  
Alexis Donnetta Claiborne  
Vinessa Cofield  
Shajuanna Nicole Coleman  
Adanely Colin  
Jessica Andrea Cortez  
Jessica Crystal Cortez  
XIomara Del Carmen Cortez  
Siobhan Elizabeth Cove  
Morgaen Chantelle Craft-Blackmon  
Teauna Marie Crusto  
Briya A. Daniels  
Marzetta Leanae Davis  
Melanie Nariko Dieson  
Risa Callo Dixon  
Raquel Angel Driscoll  
Nicola D. East  
Habte Zemichael Elias  
Jonathan Enrique Elvira  
Sandra Felix-Martinez  
Eleanor Dublin Field  
Ariana Fierros Sanchez  
Lindsey Ann Flores  
Alyse Arleen Franklin  
Daisy Frias  
Karla Rosario Garcia  
Pauleen Terrence A. Garcia  
Somari Isabel Gardner  
Eden Evelia Gavce  
Yodit Ghebrehiwet Bein  
Sudha Timalsina Giri  
Teresa Ramos Gonzalez  
Celeste M. Gonzalez-Navarro  

Jose Antonio Gonzalez-Villasenor  
Zoe Alexandra Goosby  
Ka’Chaunn Hardy  
Davonna Kerri Henderson  
Cynthia Connie Ho  
Joshilyn Ashli-Marie Holmes  
Nagham Jadaua  
Maria Jauregui  
Damon LaMont Jerry  
Reyna Maria Jimenez  
Emily Jane Johnson  
Tatlin Addissa Johnson  
Adriana Simone Jones  
Doris Ann Jones  
Michelle Jones  
Michelle Leigh Jones  
Jesus Justiss  
Salimatou N’Doye Fatou Kane  
Abhishek Karki  
Tharista Karki  
Merwaa Khwaja  
Emmanuel Mariano Kith  
Sara Michelle Kravin  
Jelisa Ora-Tashae Larkin  
Essence Sandra-Domingue Lebby  
Brittney Ann Lee  
Briana Krystle LeGrand  
India L. Lewis  
Gleni Lemuela Cuahanan Lugtu  
Erica Nicole Mah  
Harjeet Kaur Malhi  
Zahia AJ Manassra  
Maureen Joyce Marquard  
Omar Martinez Romero  
Tyeshia Mays  
Eliphaz Giovanni Mazia  
Susana A. Medina  
Kirk D. Michals  
Pierre Richard Minhondo  
Ashley Shanice Mitchell  
Amal Mohammed  
Sara Ibrahim Abdalla Mohammed  
Andrea Mora
Kimberly Jesenia Muñoz De Alba ***
Nancy Lisset Navarro *
Nnenna Ogechi Ndukwe ***
Shenequa Denise Neely *
Latisha Marie Newton *
Tanya L. Nickles
Charlen Marie Razote Niegos
Elizabeth Nuñez
Calvanay Lashray Nunley
Nan S. Ouk ***
Yilda Maricela Pablo Lorenzo
Elisa Soledad Pelayo **
Patrice Renée Perrilliat *
Kelly N. Phan ***
Bobby L. Phillips
Rhonda Phillips *
Leo Orlina Placio
Deron P. Pullins **
Hilda Ramos ***
Ana Paula Ramos Da Silva ***
TaLitha Désinéa Ray
Nariah B. Redd
Betty Marasigan Reed **
Arlena Noemi Reyes-Rocha
Serena Raye Reynolds **
Esperanza Rivera Ramirez
Maria Teresa Rodríguez
Chelsea Rodriguez-Flores *
Demetria Lairina Roussell
Danielle R. Royal *
Fam Seny Saechao
Tiffany Saechao
Karina Salcedo **
Andrea Sanchez
Mary Sanchez
Cecily Santiago
Jessica Kim Schumann ***
Iyana Jy’Nay Shell
Matthew Joseph Silk ***
Karanjeet Singh
Sokenya P. Singletary
Kiana Asjeanii Smith

Keely Snyder ***
Michael Tsegezeab Solomon **
Florence Adjoa Ackerson Solomon Edwards **
Nicolette Rae Stanbridge ***
Kari Susan Sundquist ***
Diana Sunwoo ***
Feven Tasfu ***
Caitlin LeAnne Turner ***
Ogochukwu Couline Umeugoji Bretsy Valadez
Mahtab Valle **
Monica N. Vargas-Gonzalez
Jasmine Lizette Vasquez *
Alma Mabel Vasquez *
Simone Elise Walton
Jessica M. Ward
Nafeesah Ameerah Warrick
Antonio Watt Jr.
Daniko T. Williams *
Elizabeth Jean Williams ***
Joshua Cava Wolfe ***
Dominique T. Wright-George
Iman Abdullah Yahya *
Paula Janine Yamat **
Lisa Loac Yee *
Ayalew A. Yimer *
Jada Sienna Zimmerman **
Ayesha Zubi *

Infrastructure Security

Ahmad Fahim ***
Margaret Kimberly Loud
Phillarica Monique Neal
Eric Coree Spencer ***
Redit Alemu Teklu **
Calvin Whitney
Tatiana Veronica Wiggins
Tariq M. Williams-Green
Paul T. Wong *
Landscape Design and Construction Specialist

Melissa M. Avelar **
Jennifer A. Bromme ***
Robert Peter Daubert *
Erika Hays Do **
Jennifer L. Rost ***
Lawrence Aldo Venturini **

Landscape Parks and Maintenance Specialist

Raymond Allen Owens **

Mathematics

Agustin Jr. Castellanos-Chavez
Juan TajTaj
Ayalew A. Yimer *

Natural Sciences

Adam Motea Alaskari **
Aaron Bailey **
Ruth Ramos Benipayo
Baian A. Bny Ata **
Carlos Jesus Bucio
Santos Donaldo Chavarria Ocampo
Jessica Crystal Cortez *
Xiomara Del Carmen Cortez
Armando Luis Escobar Avila
Christian Padilla Gallegos ***
Isabel Hope Gartland
Yodit Ghebrehiwet Bein *
Nicol Caressse Hawkins ***
Sagun Kunwar ***
Harjeet Kaur Malhi
Kirk D. Michals ***
Amal Mohammed

Kimberly Jesenia Muñoz De Alba ***
Shenequa Denise Neely *
Vy T. Nguyen
Yilda Maricela Pablo Lorenzo
Jessica Padilla Castrejon
Patrice Renée Perrilliat *
TaLitha Destinée Ray
Ashley Rodriguez **
Marc William Rowland **
Imarie Domingo Selassie
Javier Perez Sermeno **
Kari Susan Sundquist ***
Yohannes Andemariam Teklemariam *
Joshua Cava Wolfe ***
Benjamin R. Yan
Ayalew A. Yan *

Nursery Management Specialist

Maya Akiko Kato **
Matthew Regan Witemyre ***

Nursing (ADN)

Michelle Alicia Aguilar **
Ibrahim Manier Ahmed ***
Paul Nathanel Brewer-Varenna
James Akira Carimey *
Vernice Mallari Constantino *
Mariam Naomi Fawaz
Aminah Flaggs *
Samya Ghuloum ***
Jasmeen Kaur Kaur
Sergey G. Kushnir
Yesenia Esmeralda Lopez *
Stephanie R. Neal
André St. John Prendergast *
Betty Marasigan Reed **
Jennifer Alejandra Reynoso *
Erin A. Rowe *
Amanda Stortz *
Aaron Jarrell Strong
Zarlasht Taeb***
Nelson Wang *
Naomi Carol Wanjiru
Shante Shakelia White *

Radiologic Science

Seifeddin Aman Adem ***
Jennise Angelica Adkins
Christopher J. Chairez
Chaolan Chen **
Juliana M. Ettling **
Denny Ming Ho **
Justin Logan Kappeler ***
Prem Karki *
Jimmy Somnang Khvann *
Julie Ann Latibeaudiere
Yanqing Li **
Merritt Tang Ly *
Harjeet Kaur Malhi
Anthony Williams Martorano ***
Jacqueline Marie Navarro **
Sujina Shrestha **
Joseph Abraham Spear ***
Mekbib Tolossa **
Jack Ung ***

Associate in Science for Transfer

Administration of Justice

Taylor Renee Alexander
Guadalupe Arcega
Imelda Becerra Fernandez *
Michael D. Boot ***
Maya Nikole Brooks *
Michael Edwin Brown Jr.
Melissa Castaneda
Miracle Renée Chavis
Jacqueline A. Contreras
Jennifer Erazo
Sergio Antonio Espejel ***
Jocelyn Fonseca

Cara Angela Freccero **
Alejandro Garcia **
Esmeralda Guadalupe Gonzalez **
Khalid Najib Himed ***
Christopher Jaliel Jackson
Kevin Nathaniel Jackson
Leslie Michelle Johnson
Lorenzo Leone Kenerly *
Denise Jack Knockum
Moises Ledesma
Michelle Antuane Lemus-De Nelaton ***
Brandynn Manning *
Angel Denise Marigny
Claudia Yulissa Mata
Daniela Mancilla Montano
Diana Morales Garcia ***
Justin Nunez *
Yessica Hariela Orellana
Zeeshan Ahmed Pachakhail ***
Martha Paez
Siynia Monique Rabon
Tykeria Rattler
Leslie A. Rivas
Leslie G. Rosales-Alcantar
Llomira Silva Gonzalez **
Veasna Teav
Gema Adilene Villa **
Lady Diana Ann Wirrom
Leah Yared
Angel Zarate *

Business Administration

Jesus Alonso *
Eduardo Antonio Amaya **
Dimon Latisha Banks
Aziza Jamila Etan Crowder ***
Jacob Pedro Fogelhut
Asha Giri
Steffen Allen Hamilton
Elizabeth Leah Jung ***
Stephanie Manzo
Keiarmandi L.J Morgan
Raehana Ny
Leah Meny Lio Saechow **
Ashesh Subedi
Cierra Ashley Summerhill *
Rodrigo Youanni Soto
Edgar Adan Vargas
Gabino Villalvazo
Rasheeda Chanelle Young **
Yankun Zhen *

Early Childhood Education
Saphiah Hashem Awnallah *
Maria Barnes
Kevin Wei Ning Chen
Andrea Cruz
Erika Hernandez *
Natalie Huerta Lu
Maria Lopez **
Dria Tiana Mathews **
Lucinda Jessica Menifee *
Rachel Marie Ramos **

Mathematics
Trevor Beck
Agustin Castellanos Chavez Jr.
Ryan Gordon Frigo ***
Mubarak Osiremiza Haruna ***
Aimo Daleth Swan
Yohannes Andemariam Teklemariam *
Shauna Florence Watson **
Sage Alexandra Zimmerman ***

Certificate of Achievement
Accounting
Avery Rose St. Pierre
Marissa Ann Zaragoza

Administration of Justice
Thomas De Jesus Rodriguez

Administrative Assistant
Kendra Davis

Application Security
Keyijana J. Carney
Mose Thornton
Paul T. Wong

Arboriculture
Alexander Ackley Stevenson

Basic Landscape Horticulture
Robin Bishop
Eugene Leo Casey III
Dierdre Davis Eickhoff
Gabriela Gebhardt
Jia Yi Liang
Susan Mead
Lisa W. Rosene
Kathryn Elyse Small
Alexander Ackley Stevenson

Business: Accounting
Willis Marquez Wilson

Business: Administrative Assistant
Kendra Davis

Business: Administrative Assistant
Gabriela I. Ventura Martinez

Child Development: Associate Teacher
Roxana Vanessa Alvarez
Patty Becerra
Esther Becerra Silva
Cecilia Chan
Jocelyn Andaya Cohen
Mayra Elizabeth Corona
Karla Faye Jones
Mary C. Kahil
Tonya Lashley
Carmen A. Madrid
Ericka Deanna Mahone
Florentina Pablo Pablo Carrillo
Anna-Linnea Madeleine Rodegard
Damisi Sharp

**Community Social Service:**
**Substance Abuse**

Katharyn Jovan Anderson
Mercedes Brown
Bahati Zaleka Brown
Jessica Carbajal Nogueda
Arthur Frazee
Taddy Hills
Monique Darnae Holloway
Dion T. McDaniel
Marlo Stepanie Ornelas
Bobby L. Phillips
Lindsay Ann Reynolds
Gloria Ann Riley
Roxanna Rochelle Robinson
Brenda Lynn Schaible
Kimberly Lynette Sims

**Corrections**

Aaron Arias-Gonzalez

**CSU GE Breadh**

Steffen Allen Hamilton
Erika Hernandez
Myesha Rachelle McNeal

**Dietary Manager**

Ronna Asilo Bailey-Kroll
Kasey Marie Cacace
Danielle Monique Gerton
Danielle Groce
Ryan Andrew Holmes
Marjorie Medina-Cook
Sahra Ali Mohamed

**Fire Technology**

Joseph Regino Minot

**Histotechnician**

Senait Misghena Hadgu
Yohannes Mebrahtom Kidane
Lindsay Oxiles
Brian Phan
Hector Alan Ramirez
Alexander K. Yee
Joanna Rosa Yung

**Homeland Security**

Carlos A. Keele
Bartholomew N. Kinard

**Infrastructure Security**

Ahmad Fahim
Margaret Kimberly Loud
Phillarica Monique Neal
Ammar Smaili
Eric Coree Spencer
Linwood Staples
Shaya Noam Stark
Redit Alemu Teklu
Calvin Whitney
Tatiana Veronica Wiggins
Tariq M. Williams-Green
Paul T. Wong

**Intermediate Landscape and Parks Maintenance**

Dierdre Davis Eickhoff
Melissa M. Avelar
Jennifer Ann Bromme
Josselyn Elizabeth Castillo Gonzalez
Jennifer L. Rost

**Intermediate Nursery Management**

Elizabeth K. Boegel
Dierdre Davis Eickhoff

**Landscape Design and Construction Specialist**

Melissa M. Avelar
Jennifer Ann Bromme
Robert Peter Daubert
Olena P. Lichtman
Jennifer L. Rost
Lawrence Aldo Venturini

**Landscape Parks and Maintenance Specialist**

Dierdre Davis Eickhoff

**Paralegal Studies**

Rachel Yaapoka Akusake
Martha Denice Bahena
Brisia Estefania Calderon Flores
Brazile Clark
Jourdan Lanae Clark
Terese Dawn Elkins
Takeya Mone Foster
Christopher Anthony Guerrero

Leah N. Henry
Linde Huang
Melissa Huang
Lidia Jaureguy
Okoriba Korubo
Debra Ann Lobel
Danielle Marie Mackey
Cristina Mendoza
Melissa Elizabeth Sarah Metz
Olga Ivana Perez
Rachel Marie Perez
Mario Alberto Ramons
Joanna Guadalupe Ramos
Nikhil Kothur Reddy
Cynthia Rojas
Feuy Choy Saefong
Brenda Valerio
Caleb William Van
Kelly Azulema Villalta-Marquez
Daisy Zepeda

**Radiologic Science**

Seifedin Aman Adem
Jennise Angelica Adkins
Christopher J. Chairez
Chaolan Chen
Lauren Ashley Dutra
Juliana M. Ettling
Denny Ming Ho
Justin Logan Kappeler
Prem Karki
Jimmy Somnang Khvann
Julie Ann Latibeaudiere
Yanqing Li
Merritt Tang Ly
Harjeet Kaur Malhi
Anthony Williams Martorano
Jacqueline Marie Navarro
Sujina Shrestha
Joseph Abraham Spear
Mekbib Tolossa
Jack Ung
Real Estate

Elaine Stewart Alexander
Sharon Lorrian Crawford
Imelda Alexandra Gandur Ovalle
Anamafi J. Halangahu
Sherita Lovett Johnson
Nyota Koya
Rasul Muhammad
Obadiah Lamar Richard
Xitlali Guadalupe Sanchez
Sunita Ann Stablein
Trina L. Talton

Transfer Studies: CSU GE Breadth

Taylor Renee Alexander
Najat Al-Kumaim
Jesus Alonso
Eduardo Antonio Amaya
Guadalupe Arcega
Kendall Rashad Archie
Saphiah Hashem Awnallah
Maria Barnes
Imelda Becerra Fernandez
Nyasha Boyette
Kurt Christopher Brenner
Maya Nikole Brooks
Alecia Lynn Brown
Michael Edwin Brown Jr.
Martha Calmo Ramirez
Rocio Castanon
Melissa Claire Vismonte Catolos
Kathy Pou Chao
Sandy C. Charles Perez
Edwin Joel Chavez-Cerda
Ingyn Cho
Jacqueline A. Contreras
Jensy Milay Cruz
Jilliane Doney

Vanessa Ashley Dyson
Jonathan Enrique Elvira
Daisy Frias
Donzell DuJuan Galloway
Alejandro Garcia
Lisseth Garcia
Somari Isabel Gardner
Antwan Jonelle Green Jr.
Jaulayah T. Hanzy
Jorge Hernandez
Sukari Hill
Noah Michael Holt
John Michael Holt
Natalie Huerta Lu
Jarency Huizar Carvajal
Christopher Jaliel Jackson
Kevin Nathaniel Jackson
Ayanna Joi Johnson
Doris Ann Jones
Denise Jack Knockum
Si Hui Lee
Maria Lopez
Richard F. Lorenzo
Erica Nicole Mah
Angel Denise Marigny
Monica Lizbeth Martinez
Stephanie Martinez
Claudia Yulissa Mata
Salvador David Mateo Escobar
Dria Tiana Mathews
Sydney Danielle Maxwell
Lucinda Jessica Menifee
Gabriel Aaron Mireau
Daniela Mancilla Montano
Maria G. Morales
Diana Morales Garcia
Kimberly Jesenia Muñoz De Alba
Sunila MuQadarati
Latisha Marie Newton
Justin Nunez
Waldemar Ochoa
Erik Ortega
Sandra E. Osorio
Nan S. Ouk
Zeeshan Ahmed Pachakhail
Karla Jovana Peña
Siynia Monique Rabon
Rachel Marie Ramos
Corrina Marie Ramos-Molina
Tykeria Rattler
Serena Raye Reynolds
Leslie A. Rivas
Dora Rodriguez
Erin A. Rowe
Marc William Rowland
Danielle R. Royal
Leah Meny Lio Saechow
Francisco A. Salas
Rodrigo Youanni Soto
Aaron Strong
Veasna Teav
Yohannes Andemariam Teklemariam
Edgar Adan Vargas
Randal West
Lady Diana Ann Wirrom
Angel Eduardo Yañez
Leah Yared
Angel Zarate
Yankun Zhen
Sage Alexandra Zimmerman

Transfer Studies: IGETC

Diego Antonio Alonzo
Kendall Rashad Archie
Trevor Beck
Alecia Lynn Brown
Aziza Jamila Etan Crowder
Alexander Alan Gutierrez-Martinez
Mubarak Osiremiza Haruna
Aldo Jasso Ramirez
Esperanza Jauregui
Lidia Jauregui
Ya’Mese Alije Johnson
Elizabeth Leah Jung

Michelle Antuane Lemus-De Nelaton
Alama Rosa Lopez Rodriguez
Olga Cristina Matias Martin
Anangelica Monroy
Angel Eduardo Moreno Morales
April Mariko Salazar
DeAnte Spencer
Nelson Lynn Wilson

Tree Care Specialist

Eugene Leo Casey III
Lara Miranda
Kathryn Elyse Small
Alexander Ackley Stevenson

Tree Climber Specialist

Alexander Ackley Stevenson

Certificate of Proficiency

Administrative Medical Assisting

Kawkab Farhan Ahmed
Hanan Hamed Albar
Asma I. Alhorsome
Araceli Del Carmen Amaya-Hernandez
Gabrielle Carmen Ashman
Nghi B. Banh
Nancy Jane Bryan
Elise Aurura Casas-Reyes
Ievgeniia Cherkashyn
Jolene Ann Cota
Valeria Galilea Dominguez Cruz
Lizbet Garcia
Zendy Yicel Garibay Mendoza
Dulce Maria Hernandez
Maria E. Lopez
LaVita Marie Mathews
Sable Alaha Paige McKines
Tina Pham Nguyen
Reyna Cecilia Ortiz Cruz
Art Foundation

Dontaee Damarieo Jackson
Michael Maximillian McBurnie Jr.

Child Development: Assistant Teacher

Fathia Nassir Abdallah
Nina Marie Adams
Zugeyli Aguilar Resendiz
Luzmia Aill Alawdi
Bodoor Najeeb Ali
Rita Ann Allen
Tanikka Joyce Allison
Khongorgunj Altandush
Roxana Vanessa Alvarez
Elizabeth Anaya Cabrales
Guadalupe Anaya-Avina
Maria Guadalupe Arroyo
Dyana Lidia Arteage
Ayman N. Bard
Esther Becerra Silva
Dawn M. Bensman
Canisha Nicole Samone Block
Samia Bouarour
Kristie Briseño
Esmeralda Brizuela
Bria Michelle Bryant
Leticia Canning
David Castillo
David Ho-Kang Chiang
Celia M. Choyce
Donna Kimberly Christopher
Whitney Christine Connors-Pasion
Michael A. Cooper
Ludvyna Mercedes Cordero Escobar
Brenda Marae Cox

Meseret Deribe Daba
Angela Nikia Dalke
Patricia Anleu De Zuñiga
Netsanet Areda Edo
Ana Erazo
Alondra Felix-Urquidez
Erika Yessenia Flores Lopez
Nebiat Furuy Fusuh
Xiaodan Gan
Antonia D. Garcia
Joselyn Garcia
Haliman A. Ghanem
Brenda Vanessa Gomez Sedano
Vanessa Esmeralda Gonzalez Soronimo
Carl L. Goodman
Israh Gouled
Angye Katherin Guatibonza Rayo
Blanca Estela Guillen
Shova Gurung
Molly Harrington Rowe
Banchu Yemer Hassen
Angela De Jesus Hernandez
Maritza Del Carmen Hernandez
Yoana Hernandez
Tannia Rebecca Herrera Rosales
Asha Nashel Hill
Leesa Danielle Hogan
Lamonte Marquis Horston
Maryam Hossein Yar
Olga A. Hristova
Li Ying Huang
Elihoaniah Maria Hutcherson
Olufunmilayo Grace O. Idowu
Avis D. Ige
Claudia Jesenia Inda
Taylor Wadad Jaber
Martha Leticia Jaber
Nayo Johnson
Tatlin Addissa Johnson
Karla Jones
Mary Carmen Kahil
So Young Kang
Child Development: Associate Teacher

Veronica Mariela Aguilar
Zugeyli Aguilar Resandiz
Shema Abdulqudus Almahbashi
Sara Rebecca Alvarez
Maria Guadalupe Arroyo Cortes
Nassima Bosli
Malika Bouakline
Stephanie Diana Bowers
Esmeralda Brizuela
Maria Yolanda Castillo
Qiao Feng Chen
Qimei Chen
Sherry Chen
Yanli Chen
Siu Po Choi
Brenda Maraa Cox
Genessis America Cuevas
Dejana Lynette Curry
Maria Guadalupe Delgado
Karen C. Diaz-Duran
Kayla Racquel Janiece Dixon
Thanh Thuy Phan Do
Dung Duong
Katrina Ellingberg
Reyna Facundo
Ryan Robert Farrell
Santos Felix Estrada
Maria Paloma Flores
Nilsa Espinoza Galeano
Beatriz Gallegos
Antonia Garcia Hurtado
Khadija Guedouari
Tiamariah Gusman
Sharida Lashay Haynes
Vanessa Ivallely Hernandez
Ana Silvia Herrera
Leesa Danielle Hogan
Olga A. Hristova
Chiayi Huang
Natalie Huerta Lu
Jarency Huizar Carvajal

Olufunmilayo Grace O. Idowu
Taylor W. Jaber
Denetta Antraneal Jones
Dayana Juarez Galvan
Yoen-Jung Kim
Hoi Yan Lau
Lidia Leon
Sharon Swe Leong
Hong Ji Liang
Xiaoming Liang
Zhaomin Lu
Yanqiong Lu
Ana Veronica Magana
Ericka Deanna Mahone
Elizabeth Marshall
Liliana Martinez-Nunez
Thor Matuschka
Alma Piedras Mejia
Blanca Robidia Melara De Diaz
Ma. Esther Miguel Jimenez
Sandra Guadalupe Mora
Kyle Brendan Bryan Neptune-Salisbury
Minh Thuy Nguyen
Olivia Yaneth Padilla Martinez
Tao Pan
Sindy Yuliet Pardo Huertas
Daisy Diana Paredes
Sonia Peña
Edith Perez
Imelda Perez Mendoza
Friyan Mehernooz Pithawalla
Faranak Vafaei Rahbar
Pricilla Nicole Reyes
Linda Roman
Yansu Rong
Lachatte Ryan
Asmaa Saddiki
Alexis Helena Santos
Antoinette H. Santos
Amara Rebecca Schoenberg
Lisa P. Senuke
Emily Becerra Sigel
Monica Beatriz Soto
Jiamin Sun
Carolyn Christie Suson
Xiaoyin Tan
Laura Tapia
Rosalba Tapia
Araceli Flora Terrazas-Ayuzo
Malika Tiguercha
Jessica Yasmin Torres Salzar
Zahra Vafaei Rahbar
Cruz Verinia Valenzuela
Michael Vasquez
Alma Mabel Vasquez P.
Beverly Velasco Guerrero
Vanessa Velazquez
Yuanyuan Wang
Jacqueline Lavonne Webster
Netsanet Girma Wordofa
Jade Wu
Yan Wu
Peiyu Wu
Xueyou Yang
Rosemary L. Young
Cheng Yu Juan
Xiao Yi Yuan
Xiang Su Zeng
Siyuan Zhang
Juan Run Zheng

Child Development: Teacher

Linda Roman

Clinical Medical Assisting

Hanan Hamed Albar
Widad Alowdi
Araceli Del Carmen Amaya-Hernandez
Nghi B. Banh
Francy Bautista Pablo
Celesti Bhandari
Chrislucia Contrece Brown
Nancy Vyvan Bui

Ievgennia Cherkashyn
Adanely Colin
Jolene Ann Kota
Saubren Dobashi
Sanai Yasmine Dominick
Danetta Joycelyn Durden-McNickels
Zineb El Oilja
Agustin Estrella
Rosa Carina Felipe
Lizbett Garcia
Ingrid Vanessa Gonzalez
Dulce Maria Hernandez
Silvia Jeronimo Matias
Valentina Jimenez
Jesus Justiss
Maria E. Lopez
Alena Lugtu
Charles Joseph McGuire
Anakarina Mei Zhen
Nacima Menouer
Kassandra Molina Noyola
Wendy Mora-Pozos
Tina Pham Nguyen
Kingsley Obinna Nkemakolam
Monique Lorene Ortega
Melaine E. Paredes
Leyda G. Perez
Christin Pham
Diego A. Rodriguez
Elina Ruderman
Amal Saleh Galeb Sailan
Yuliana M. Silvero
Elizabeth Saleh Taleb
Mui Ly Tang
Phung My Tat
Kieu Linh Truong
Tiara Danielle Turner
Erika Velazquez
Itzail Ventura Barragan
Jacqueline Vera
Yirgalem Tezara Worku
Xiao Kai Zheng
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Technology</th>
<th>Optical Microscopy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maria Josephine Guzman</td>
<td>Alexandra Signe Barksdale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medical Technician I</td>
<td>Erin Nichole Denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tori Dejahney Bell</td>
<td>Thom Thi Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Christopher Brenner</td>
<td>Edward Thomas Ellebracht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Gregoria Gonzalez</td>
<td>Rex Keophikoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Lowdermilk</td>
<td>Lisa Ann Ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenequa Denise Neely</td>
<td>Shanel Tiana Ong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marianne J. Orenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence Bioscience Microscopy</td>
<td>Carlo Serafin Sales Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Oxiles</td>
<td>Jessica Lynn Preston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
<td>Katalin Rabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susana Aguilar</td>
<td>Brenda Tang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeferson A. Hernandez-Tejada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant-Toddler Specialist</td>
<td>Small Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samia Chafa</td>
<td>Ismael Avila Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia M. Choyce</td>
<td>Jannya Efaye Solwazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashionna Larissa Goodwin</td>
<td>Avery Rose St. Pierre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shova Gurung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram Bamadur Kc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anais Mazz Oleni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yordanos H. Negusse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meichang Ruan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Marie Williams-Collins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoyi Yuan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesiology: Personal Trainer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Yvette Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Pamela Horowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angeline M. Sugnet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Commencement

Virtual Commencement Committee Members

Doris Hankins, Chair
Alejandra Cerda, Co-Chair
Maria Spencer, Co-Chair

Barbara Dimopoulos
Berenise Herrera
Birhon M. Quizhpe
Brandon Christian
Lowell Bennett
Marisol Roque Chaves
Patricia Rom
Rickey Pozos Jr.
Ron Nelson
Salvador Mateo

SPECIAL THANKS

Merritt College Faculty and Classified Staff
Associated Students of Merritt College
Admissions and Records
Merritt College Bookstore
Counseling Department
Student Accessibility Service
ByNology
Folger Graphics
The Department of Public Information, Communications & Media
Congresswoman Barbara Lee
Peralta Board of Trustees
Start Your Future & Change Your Life at

MERRITT COLLEGE

Since Merritt College opened its doors over 65 years ago, we have provided open access to excellent instructional programs and comprehensive support services in a diverse, culturally rich, caring and supportive learning environment.

Merritt's quality education provides opportunities for lifelong learning, contributes to the economic growth of our local communities, and assists students to attain degrees and certificates, earn credits to transfer, and develop skills necessary to compete in our global society.

Apply and Enroll now at www.merritt.edu.
Summer classes start June 15 and Fall classes start August 24.

12500 Campus Drive . Oakland, CA 94619 . (510) 531-4911